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Editorial

Welcome to ANTENTOP, FREE e - magazine!
ANTENTOP is FREE e- magazine, made in Preview: Some articles from "cooking" issue will be
PDF, devoted to antennas and amateur radio.
Everyone may share his experience with others
hams on the pages. Your opinions and articles are
published without any changes, as I know, every
your word has the mean.
Every issue of ANTENTOP is going to have 100
pages and this one will be paste in whole on the site.
Preview's files will be removed in this case. I do not
know what a term for one issue will need, may be 810 month or so. A whole issue of ANTENTOP hold
nearly 10 MB.

pasted for preview on this site, others no. Because,
as I think, it must be something mysterious in every
issue.

Publishing: If you have something for share with
your friends, and if you want to do it FREE, just send
me an email. Also, if you want to offer for publishing
any stuff from your website, you are welcome!

Your opinion is important for me, so,
contact if you want to say something!

A little note, I am not a native English, so, of
course, there are some sentence and grammatical
mistakes there… Please, be indulgent!

Copyright Note:
Dear friends, please, note, I respect Copyright.
Always, when I want to use some stuff for
ANTENTOP, I ask owners about it. But… sometimes
my efforts are failed. I have some very interesting
stuff from closed websites, but I can not go to touch
with their owners… as well as I have no response on
some my emails from some owners.

I have a big collection of pictures, I have got the
pictures and stuff in others ways, from FREE
websites, from commercial CDs, intended for FREE
using, and so on... I use to the pictures (and seldom,
some stuff from closed websites) in ANTENTOP. If
the owners still are alive, please, contact with me, I
immediately remove any Copyright stuff, or, if it is
necessary, all needed references will be made there.

I do not know, why the owners do not response me. Are they still alive? Do their companies are a
bankrupt? Or do they move anywhere? Where they are in the end?

Business Advertising: ANTENTOP is not a
commercial magazine. Authors and I (Igor
Grigorov, the editor of the magazine) do not get any
profit from the issue. But off course, I do not mention
from commercial ads in ANTENTOP. It allows me to
do the magazine in most great way, allows me to
pay some money for authors to compensate their
hard work. I have lots interesting stuff in Russian,
and owners of the stuff agree to publish the stuff in
ANTENTOP… but I have no enough time to
translate the interesting stuff in English, however I
may pay money to translators,

and, they will do this work, and we will see lots
interesting articles there.
So, if you want to put a commercial advertisement in
ANTENTOP, please contact with me. A commercial
advertisement will do ANTENTOP even greater
interesting and various! I hope, readers do not
mention against such commercial ads.
Book Advertising: I do not think, that Book
Advertising is a commercial advertisement. So,
Book Advertising is FREE at ANTENTOP. Contact
with me for details.

Email: antentop@antentop.org

NB: Please, use only plain text and mark email
subject as: igor_ant. I receive lots spam and viruses,
so, I delete ALL unknown me messages without
reading.

subject: igor_ant
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Linear Wire Antennas - Dipoles and Monopoles : by Prof. Natalia K.Nikolova

1

Dear friends, I would like to give to you an interesting and reliable
antenna theory. Hours searching in the web gave me lots theoretical
information about antennas. Really, at first I did not know what
information chose for ANTENTOP.

5- 34

Now I want to present to you one more very interesting Lecture - it is
Linear Wire Antennas - Dipoles and Monopoles
Small electric dipole antenna. Finite-length dipoles. Half-wavelength
dipole. Method of images - revision. Vertical infinitesimal dipole above
a conducting plane. Monopoles. Horizontal infinitesimal dipole above a
conducting plane.
HF- Antenna Practice
Spreadiong Antennas of Stationary Radio Communication
Base : by V. Filippov
2

Spreading and Undeground Antennas are widely used at Stationary
Radio Communication Bases of Russian military. Some of such old
antennas were described at Reference 1.

35-37

The article is described another Russian military Spreading AntennasBAZA- 500D and BAZA- 1500D. The antennas are used until recent
days. Article is published with unimportant cutting.

Old CDs in Ten Band Antenna : by: N. Filenko, UA9XBI
3

When I has took the CDs in hands I at once has known what I do with it.
Of course, it would be dipole Nadenenko! (See References 1) and the
CDs would be form its shape!

38

Field Antenna for FT- 817: by: Vladislav Merkulov, UU9JEW
4

I am going to try my FT- 817 from field conditions so I need a field
antenna for my FT- 817. I have found proper antenna ATX-1080 at the
internet, but… The first, it costs more the 100 evro (it is too much for
me), and second, it is hard to order this one from Ukraine. So I decided
to do the same antenna by myself.
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Field Antenna for the 40 meters: by: Igor Lavrushov,
UA6HJQ

41- 44

Before my QRP- pedition I have searched for an effective field antenna
for 40 meters. I need antenna which can radiate both as vertical as
horizon wave, which does not need antenna tuner and the same time
which could be a resonant antenna. I have found such antenna. This one
is designed by G3XAP. The antenna works well at my mountain QRPpedition.

The Wonderful Beverage Antenna: by: Igor Grigorov,
UA3ZNW
6

45-49

- What antenna do you use?
- A Beverage antenna.
- A Beverage antenna? What is it?
- Well, it is just a very, very long wire…
(From lots QSOs EK1NWB)
Indoor Helical Antenna for the 20 and 17 meters for K1: by:
Igor Grigorov, VA3ZNW

7

8

So, my K-1 with 40, 30, 20 and 17 meters bands was successfully
assembled and tuned. This one requires an antenna to go to the Air.
Certainly, an antenna is a simple thing if… if you live in a private house.
But I live in a multistorey apartment building (made from concrete) with
huge restrictions on installation of antennas. The result of these
restrictions is those, that I can install an antenna only at a window. Good
sign is that in mine apartment the windows are big sized- 150 to 210
centimeters.
Experiments with the VHF Magnetic Loop: by: Igor
Grigorov, rk3zk
Some experiments on use of theVHF magloop were made at the 2meters band. Just some descriptions and ideas.

50- 52

53- 54

QRO
2x GI- 7B PA: by: A. B. Marchenko, UA0CT

9

PA with two Russian tubes GI-7B does linear amplification CW and
SSB. PA implemented on the circuit with grounded grid.

Page 2 http://www.antentop.org/
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Homebrew QRP Equipment
10

Experimental CW QRP Transceiver Mosquito 20m: by: A.
Dolinin, UA9LAK/UN7

57- 60

Just Simple CW Transceiver...

PROPAGATION
11

Radio Signals out of Our Times : by: Igor Grigorov,
VA3ZNW

61- 65

In our material world sometimes there are events, which are not
correspond to ours knowledge about the world. For example, there are
evidences that things and live beings could be come down through the
times. That is interesting, the objects can came down through the times
in one place and time and come back at another place and time.
However, if large material bodies could come down through the times,
why radio wave can not? I shall tell- can. Below I give a list that
phenomenon.

12

Mysterious Cases of Absorption of Radio Waves: : by: V.
Polyakov, RA3AAE
I have read the article "Black Spot in the Air" (AntenTop #1 2003). I
would like to add to the article my information about others mysterious
cases. For one case I was an eye-witness.

Free e- book
13
Ideas and Projects for QRP
It is the first e-book published on the base of AntenTop articles. Book contains 12
chapters (one Supplementary), hams from 12 countries share with you by their
experience.
The book is a compilation of articles congenial to QRP published on 2003- 2005
years at free e- magazine AntenTop
Book weights 17 Mb, so, it may take time to download. Anyway you may
download all stuff from the book separately using input "Back Issues" or "Open
Book" at AntenTop home page.
Of course, the book will be interesting for all amateurs, not only for
QRP- funs.
Page 3 http://www.antentop.org/
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Radio Jamming in the Soviet Union, Poland and others East
European Countries: by: By: Rimantas Pleikys

71- 81

A specially emitted radio interference is classified into radio
communication jamming and radio broadcasting jamming. The first
occasions of jamming of military radio telegraph were recorded back in
the beginning of the 20th century. Germany and Russia were the first to
engage in jamming back then. The jamming signal most frequently
consisted of co-channel characters. It was until the early thirties, when
the first cases of jamming of radio broadcasting were recorded. In the
late 20's Berlin started to jam the programs of Radio Komintern. In 1931
the USSR jammed the Romanian radio, in 1934 Austria jammed the
German radio. The Lithuanian language broadcasts of the Vatican radio
were jammed by the USSR in 1940.

History of RU- QRP- C: By: Oleg Borodin, RV3GM
15

16

The idea of creation of a QRP-club has arisen in 1986, and it belongs to
Andrey Fomenko, UA3EAC. The first list of the members of the U-QRPC was consisted of two tens calls, most of them were close friends of
UA3EAC. At the times Andrey, UA3EAC, has offered to use the code
"72".

82- 86

Russian Ham Licence for 1995
Just a copy of Russian Ham Licence (RK3ZK).
The form was used in USSR/Russia from 1982 (may be and from early
time)- til 1996 year (at some regions for later times)

17

87- 88

Russian Ham Licence for 2003
Just a copy of Russian Ham Licence (RK3ZK)
The form I have got in 2003

89- 90

Useful Data
18

Russian Bipolar Transistors for Transmitters
It is possible to find bipolar transistors from ex- USSR for very faire
price. However, data for the transistors are not to easy find. Here is given
data for lots ex- USSR bipolar transistors for transmitters. .
Page 4 http://www.antentop.org/
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Russian/International Field Transistors for
19

Transmitters/Invertors
It is possible to find field transistors from ex- USSR for very faire price.
However, data for the transistors not to easy find. Here is given data and
international analog for lots ex- USSR field transistors for
transmitters/Invertors. Also here is given data for some widespread
international field power transistors.

94- 96

Wave kHz/ Meters m
20

Sometimes it needs to do transfer amateurs frequencies to meters. Tables
below allow to do it fast and clearly.

97- 98

Gordiev's knots: by Veniamin Goldobin
Just knots which can be useful in amateur life...
21
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Linear Wire Antennas – Dipoles and
Monopoles
Feel Yourself a Student!

Dear friends, I would like to give to you an interesting and reliable antenna theory. Hours searching in the web
gave me lots theoretical information about antennas. Really, at first I did not know what information to chose for
ANTENTOP. Finally, I stopped on lectures “Modern Antennas in Wireless Telecommunications” written by Prof.
Natalia K. Nikolova from McMaster University, Hamilton, Canada.
You ask me: Why?
Well, I have read many textbooks on Antennas, both, as in Russian as in English. So, I have the possibility to
compare different textbook, and I think, that the lectures give knowledge in antenna field in great way. Here first
lecture “Introduction into Antenna Study” is here. Next issues of ANTENTOP will contain some other lectures.

So, feel yourself a student! Go to Antenna Studies!
I.G.

My Friends, the above placed Intro was given at ANTENTOP- 01- 2003 to Antennas Lectures.
Now I know, that the Lecture is one of popular topics of
was downloaded more than 1000 times!

ANTENTOP. Every Antenna Lecture

Now I want to present to you one more very interesting Lecture - it is a Lecture Linear Wire
Antennas – Dipoles and Monopoles. I believe, you cannot find such info anywhere for free!
Very interesting and very useful info for every ham, for every radio- engineer.
So, feel yourself a student! Go to Antenna Studies!
I.G.
McMaster University Hall

Prof. Natalia K.
Nikolova

Linear Wire Antennas – Dipoles and Monopoles
Small electric dipole antenna. Finite-length dipoles. Half-wavelength dipole. Method of images - revision.
Vertical infinitesimal dipole above a conducting plane. Monopoles. Horizontal infinitesimal dipole above a
conducting plane.

by Prof. Natalia K. Nikolova
www.antentop.org
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Spreading Antennas of SRCB

Spreading and Undeground Antennas are widely used
at Stationary Radio Communication Bases of Russian
military. Some of such old antennas were described at
Reference 1.
The article is described another Russian military
Spreading Antennas- BAZA- 500D and
BAZA1500D. The antennas are used until recent days.
Article is published with unimportant cutting.

73! I.G.
References: I. Grigorov. Antenny. Gorodskie
Konstrukcii. M.: RadioSoft, 2003. ISBN: 5-93037- 1091. In Russian

Insignia of communication troops
of Russia

V. Filippov, Mc.
Practice shows that after both or nature disasters
(hurricane, snowstorm, etc.) either just a planned turn
off of stationary antennas (repair work or preventive
inspection) it is possible very fast restore the radio
communication using Spreading Antennas (SA). The
antennas can provide communication coverage near
and far distances.
Here it is necessary to note here, that design for SA
used for ionosphere radio communication is defined by
the necessary frequencies band and distance. The
longer is the distance the lower should be antenna
lobe. For close distances (up to 500-600 km) use NVI
(Near Vertical Incident) which is radiated at 65- 90°.
Interesting, that the antennas may have low G (gain).
Antennas radiated at 20- 65° are suitable for middle
distances up to 2000 km. Far distances (more the
2000 km) require antennas radiated at 5- 20°.
However, the more is distance the more gain should
be antenna have to compensate losses at
propagation. Receiving SA should have good
directivity and gain (although the requirements for gain
are not so tie as to transmitting SA).
Practice shows that SA intended for ionosphere
communication should be made broadband (low
directivity at 1,5- 12 MHz (i.e. NVI, I. G.), high
directivity at 3- 30 MHz) and the SA should have good
match with feeder and good efficiency (travelling-wave
factor must be lower the 0.3).

http://www.antentop.org/

Such SA can provide communication at day and night on
any period solar activity (high and low).
Russian SA BAZA- 500D, BAZA 1500D, BAZA – MD
(several phasing BAZA 1500D) meet the above writing
requirements. The SA has been working for years at
Soviet Radio Bases and these ones are very reliable in
operation. These SA are described below. Spreading
Antenna BAZA 500D is a low directivity one. It is NVI
antenna for 2- 10 MHz. The antenna described at
Voennyj Vestnik # 9, 1993 (Russian military magazine).
Design of the SA is shown at Figure 1.
BAZA – 500D: SA implemented from four in pairs
reciprocally orthogonal flat shunt radiators (so called
Square Radiated Vibrator (SRV) item 1. Each SRV has
sides equal to 3 meters. SRV made from metal tape
having 1 mm thickness and 20 mm wide. SRV
connected each other by shunt item 2.
One pair parallel vibrators of the module is fed at points
a- a by lengths of a 75- Ohm coaxial item 3, the lengths
connected to main feeder item 7 (hts eats in points and and " with the help of distributive pieces 3 кабеля РК75, which incorporate with фидером 7 (75- Ohm coaxial
) through a matching length of 50- Ohm coaxial, item 5.
Other pair SRV is feed at point b- b with help items 4, 6,
8 (similar to 3, 5, 7).
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Spreading Antennas of SRCB

Figure 1 Spreading Antenna BAZA – 500D
Length for items 4, 6, 8 is 8 meter. It takes no more
the 5 minutes to install the BAZA – 500D. Isolation
between points a- a and b- b is near 20 dB. So it is
possible point a- a use for receiving and b- b use for
transmitting equipment (or visa versa). Gain of the
SA is 0.05 travelling-wave factor lower the 0.4.
Antenna can be used both as for NVI as well for far
communication up to 1000 km.
BAZA 1500D: The SA consists of for antennas
BAZA – 500D. The SA works at on 2.5- 15 MHz at
communication to a middle distance. Figure 2 shows
the design of BAZA 1500D. Coaxial cable is shown
as a line.
For simultaneously communication in two opposite
sectors BAZA 1500D has two independent feeders
(item 7 and 8). Gain of the SA is 0.2 travelling- wave
factor lower the 0.4.

http://www.antentop.org/

Big Insignia of communication troops
of Russia
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Spreading Antennas of SRCB

Figure 2 Spreading Antenna BAZA – 1500D

]

Figure 3 Diagram directivity for BAZA 1500D
SA is flat phasing array consisting of 2 x 4 flat
radiators when it works in the side ‘A.’ Vertical
polarized waves are radiated in the side.
SA is lineal array when it works in the side ‘B.’ Horizon
polarized waves are radiated in the side.

Diagram directivity for BAZA 1500D is shown in Fig. 3.
Antenna has maximum of radiation at 25 – 60 that needs
for communication at a middle distance. It takes 25
minutes to install antenna BAZA 1500D.

So, BAZA 1500D can provide communication in two
different sides.

Credit Line: http://www.cqham.ru/ant42.htm

http://www.antentop.org/
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Old CDs in Ten Band Antenna

By: N. Filenko, UA9XBI ua9xbi@online.ru
Credit Line: www.cqham.ru
When I has took the CDs in hands I at once has
known what I do with it. Of course, it would be dipole
Nadenenko! (See References 1) and the CDs would
be form its shape!
Mine GP for the ten meters does not work good at the
edges of the ten, SWR there was too high. Well, the
antenna rod that was used in my GP has a small
diameter. With the CDs I could be made a GP near
100 mm in diameter. For me it took several hours to
do the antenna having 50 Ohm input impedance and
pass band more the 3 MHz.
For manufacturing the antenna you need 4 plastic ski
sticks, 16 bad CDs, 16 pieces of a copper wire in 2.35
meter length, a piece of a strong plastic in 20 cm
length and 4 cm in diameter.

UA9XBI
Radio club ‘Arktika’ Championship 2004
Photo Credit Line:
http://www.arktika.komi.com/Champ_2004.htm

Figure 1 CD Antenna
Ski sticks (each to pairs) are jointed with the help of pieces
of aluminum tube. Length of each shoulder of the dipole is
2.30 cm. Ski sticks are inserted into the axial hole in the
piece of plastic. Figure 1 shows the design. DX and 73!
http://www.antentop.org/

References:
1. Dipole Nadenenko PDF file, 250 KB
(ANTENTOP-02-2004)
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Field Antenna for FT- 817

By: Vladislav Merkulov, UU9JEW
uu9jew@mail.ru
Sevastopol, Ukraine
I am going to try my FT- 817 from field conditions so I
need a field antenna for my FT- 817. I have found
proper antenna ATX-1080 at the internet, but… The
first, it costs more the 100 evro (it is too much for me),
and second, it is hard to order tis one from Ukraine. So
I decided to do the same antenna by myself. Alas, my
home brew antenna does not work at the 80 meters.
However, 10- 40 bands were enough for me.
Plastic tube has length 380 mm and diameter 12 mm.
250 turns of a copper wire (0.8 mm in diameter or 20
AWG) were coiled above the form turn to turn

UU9JEW at the field operation

Number of contact clips/
Length between clips,
Quantity of turns between
mm
The clips

http://www.antentop.org/

1-2c. c. –135t.

1-2 –140

2-3 c.c. – 43t.

2-3 – 50

3-4 c.c. – 27t

3-4 – 30

4-5 c.c. – 15t.

4-5 – 20

5-6 c.c. – 14t.

5-6 – 20
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Field Antenna for FT- 817

An angular PL- socket is attached underneath of the plastic
tube. A screw for jointing an old TV telescope antenna
(1100 mm length, 11 sections) is attached at upper parts of
the plastic tube.

Contact clips were melted in the plastic form. A small
piece of wire does shortening the clips depend on used
band. The coil was covered by a thermocontractable
plastic tube.

Band, meters

40

30

20

17

15

12

11

10

Number of used
sections of the
TV- antenna

9,5

9

9

11

9

11

11

8

Shortened clips

3-6

1-2

1-3

1-4

1-4

1-5

1-5

1-5

Counterpoise
length, meters

7,8

4,8

3,0

3,0

2,5

2,5

2,5

2,5

May be you will get another data for you antenna
because it may depend on to place and neighboring
environment. When I at first time was checking the
antenna at 2.5 watts I have got 59 from UA9 (at 20
meters) and 57 from Ukraine at 40 meters.

Stuff for the antenna costs only $ 4.
73! UU9JEW
Ohh, I forgot, I used a Chinese metal tape-line in 10
meters long as a counterpoise for my antenna.

Credit Line: <http://www.qrz.ru/schemes/contribute/antenns/uu9jew.shtml>
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Proved in mountains of Northern
Caucasus, March 2006.

Field Antenna for the 40- meters

By: Igor Lavrushov, UA6HJQ
Credit Line:
http://www.hamradio.cmw.ru/antenna/ant-hfp.htm

Before my QRP- pedition I have searched for an
effective field antenna for 40 meters. I need antenna
which can radiate both as vertical as horizon wave,
which does not need antenna tuner and the same
time which could be a resonant antenna. I have found
such antenna. This one is designed by G3XAP. The
antenna works well at my mountain QRP- pedition.
Figure 1 shows a design of the antenna. Table 1
gives data for ranges 20, 40 and 80 meters.
The maximum gain of the antenna is directed to side
opposite L2. The difference in gain forward/back is
small it is only near 3-dB. Two counterpoises have
length 0.25 lambda each. For improving antenna
efficiency use as more counterpoises as you can. The
maximum of radiation lays in sector of 30 - 70
degrees. I get SWR 1:1 (at SWR meter of my FT817).
Tuning of the antenna is very simple. Reach minimum
SWR with help of base capacitor C. I used a variable
capacitor while tuning. Then change the variable to
fixed one. The capacitor should be protected against
atmospheric forcing.

UA6HJQ at a slope of the Elbrus,
Northern Caucasus

http://www.antentop.org/
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Table 1

Field Antenna for the 40- meters

Frequency,
L1,
MHz
meters
14.15
1.8
7.07
4.4
3.67
6.6
For example, I put the capacitor into an empty film
box. May be at antenna tuning you need change the
length (in + or - ) of the L2. Counterpoises are laid on
the ground. Overall weight of the antenna with its

L2,
C, pF
meters
3.8
314
8.4
115
17.8
287
mast (was used a telescopic plastic fishing rod) is a
little more the 1000 gram (2.2 pound).
Figure 2 shows a diagram directivity with antenna data
provided by free antenna simulator MMANA

Figure 2

Figure 3 shows the antenna installed in Caucasus
Mountains

Figure 4
shows the mast of the antenna

http://www.antentop.org/
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Field Antenna for the 40- meters

Figure 5 shows the base of the antenna
Note by VA3ZNW: MMANA does not provide
correct simulation when elements of the antenna
aerial are located close to the ground. NEC- 2 for
MMANA should be used in the situation. So by me
the antenna was simulated in NEC- 2 for MMANA.
Figure 7 shows the diagram directivity and data for
the antenna. Input impedance is near 21 Ohm,
capacitor should be had 132-pF. For matching the
antenna with 50-Ohm coaxial cable an inductor 0.9
micro Henry should be turn on across antenna clips,
and base capacitor C should be used on to 100-pF.
Off course, the real capacity should be found at
tuning of the antenna.
Figure 8 shows the circuit of this matching device.
Figure 9 shows parameters of the antenna
depending on ground, above which the antenna is
located. As you can see, the ground does not
influence much to the parameters of the antenna.
So, the antenna can be placed above any ground.
11. Average (Eps=13, Sigma=5)

Figure 6 shows the wire and
guys of the antenna at its mast

12. Poor (Eps=13, Sigma=2)
13. Pastoral (Eps=13, Sigma=6)
14. Marshy land (Eps=12, Sigma=7.5)
15. Pastoral rich (Eps=14, Sigma=10)
16. Very good (Eps=20, Sigma=30)

http://www.antentop.org/
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Field Antenna for the 40- meters

Figure 7

Figure 9
http://www.antentop.org/
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The Wonderful Beverage Antenna

- What antenna do you use?

By: Igor Grigorov, UA3ZNW

- A Beverage antenna.

Credit Line: Express info K- DX- Kivach # 20/52,
15.10.1991

- A Beverage antenna? What is it?
- Well, it is just a very, very long wire…

*Published with a little cutting

(From lots QSOs EK1NWB)

EK1NWB Prehistory: In 1991 (how it is far from
the time!) the Karelian DX-club Kivach has
organized DX -expedition on Kizhi island, which is
located in Lake Onega. I was a member of the club,
so I with pleasure took part in the expedition. The
DX- expedition took place from July 24 till August 8,
1991.

Membership card of K- DX-C
Issued for my new call UZ3ZK
Landing: The first group of 6 hams was
landed to Kizhi near 8.00 p.m. of July
24,1991. After we had moved almost 1000
kg (2200 pounds) of our stuff to the site of
our expedition, it was approximately 2
kilometers from the landing place, we have
begun to set tents. Then UA1NDR and
UV3VJ did connection to an emergency
power main of the local Fire Service. At last,
by to 00.00 a.m. our tents were installed, we
had 220 Volts inside the main tent, our
equipment was ready for operation, but we
had no antennas.

Main tent EK1NWB
(Old Military Tent)
http://www.antentop.org/
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The Wonderful Beverage Antenna

QSL CARD of EK1NWB
Printed in Belgorod by one of the Sponsor of the DX- Pedition, Joint- Stock Company Progress
The First Antenna: Before the DX- pedition we were
discussed what antenna would be the first. I offered
Beverage antenna. It was very easy to install, it can
work at all amateurs HF- bands and I already had
been used the antenna at my station UA3ZNW for 2
years. Almost ten minutes prior the boat had gone
to Kizhi, UA1NCR has brought a transformer
50/300-Ohm (coiled on a ferrite ring from a color 27”
TV) and UA1NDJ has brought a load for the
Beverage. It was a numerous quantity of 18,000
Ohms resistors soldered in bridge. The load had 350
Ohms. UT5UNX, who was with us, had a bay of
wire, which had gone to the Beverage

.

QSL Card of UT5UNX

The Load of the Beverage
http://www.antentop.org/
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The Wonderful Beverage Antenna

The Transformer of the Beverage
Installation of the Beverage Antenna:
So, after night supper, it was 01.00 a.m., at
dim light of polar night UA3ZNW, UA1NEQ
and UV3DUF begun to install the
Beverage. We put near 200 meters of wire
in straight line to South- West. The wire
was sitting at 0.7- 1.5 meters above the
ground. Bushes, small trees and dry sticks
were supported the wire.

http://www.antentop.org/

At the feeding end we did grounding to an old steels
mast, which ten years ago was carried antennas for
the Fire Service but for now the mast was unused by
the service. At the load end we installed artificial
ground, 6- lambda/4 counterpoises for 10, 15, 20, 30,
40 and 80 meters. At the bands, as well as at 160
meters, the Beverage had SWR better the 1.5:1.
Figure 1 shows the Beverage
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The Wonderful Beverage Antenna

Permission to use callsign UN1/UA3ZNW
The Beverage on the Air: At 2.00 a.m. EK1NWB
began the operation on the Air. 160, 80, 40 meters –
at all of the bands we had received good RS in both
sides. Morning came, came opening at 20, 15 and 10
meters. Again, we had received good RS in both
sides. The Beverage worked well, worked despite of
open expressed scepticism of some members of the
DX- expedition.
Comparison of Real Antennas with the Beverage:
Later we had installed “Real” HF- antennas, it were
double squares for 20-15-10 -meters, a vertical for 1040-m, two I.V. for 80 and 160-m. Some members of
the expedition believed that the antennas did the trick.

Kizhi. Inside the main tent. 02.00 am, July 28,
1991

But… through some times, it was happened, we had
noticed that very often the Beverage worked better
the “Real” antennas. It was impossible to explain
however lots members of the pedition preferred the
Beverage rather than the good antennas. I do not
know, why the Beverage could beat such efficiency
antennas, may be it is effect of the North
propagation…
End of the Beverage: In a week, at light polar night,
UV3VJ had cut off counterpoises for 80 and 40 meters
from the Beverage. He had explained that he needs
the wire for inclined dipoles for 30 and 17 meters.
Well that, inclined dipoles made by him were good
done and had SWR 1:1. But only nobody answered on
these good dipoles. We continued to use for 30 and 17
meters the Beverage. The useless dipoles were swing
by wind and gave us feed for evening discussion –
Why the dipoles do not work at all but the Beverage
works fine.
http://www.antentop.org/

Installation of the Square for 10- 15- 20meters
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The Wonderful Beverage Antenna

Kizhi. Special Stamped Envelope
The Beverage SWR was raised to 1,8:1 at 160, 80 and
40- m after cutting off the counterpoises. Anyway the
Beverage worked perfect on these ranges. In another
week later a herd of Gipsy horses, which is rushing
through the island, destroyed the Beverage
Results of the Beverage: Well, what is possible to
say about the Beverage? Certainly, we had mentioned
the small efficiency of the Beverage at transmitting
mode at low HF- bands 160 and 80 (and sometimes
40-m) meters. But on the upper HF- bands 30- 10
meters the Beverage worked very well. Sometimes the
Beverage worked better the double squares for 20-10m. Certainly, it is only subjective opinion of the
members of our expedition. All members the pedition
were agreed, that the Beverage should be used at
next pedttions.
P.S: Some readers familiar with the history of the
USSR have paid attention for the date of our
expedition. It was before August putsch 1991, after
which lots changes came…

Kizhi. Windmill

Moscow, August 1991
http://www.antentop.org/

Moscow, August 1991
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Indoor Helical Antenna

By: Igor Grigorov, VA3ZNW
So, my К-1 with 40, 30, 20 and 17 meters bands was
successfully assembled and tuned. This one requires
an antenna to go to the Air. Certainly, an antenna is a
simple thing if… if you live in a private house. But I
live in a multistorey apartment building (made from
concrete) with huge large restrictions on installation of
antennas. The result of these restrictions is those, that
I can install an antenna only at a window. Good sign is
that in mine apartment the windows are big sized- 150
to 210 centimeters.
My experience on the Air from such premises shows
that in this case a magnetic loop antenna is the most
effective one. My first choice was the antenna
installed at the window. I already have bought a hulahoop (for antenna itself) and a small stool (for the
base of the antenna). However, after I have shown to
my YL how the antenna would be looked at its
installation place a top of the conditioner (buddy, it
looks great!), my permission to antenna installation
inside room was rejected by my wife. No one of my
arguments to advocate the magnetic loop was
accepted.

Helical Antenna at the Window

Other type of an antenna, which can effectively work
in my limited conditions, is a helical antenna. Some
information on manufacturing and adjustment of the
antenna you can find in Reference 1.
So, I began search for stuff for the antenna. Some
days back I have bought to my son a Magic Spring
Spiral (DOLLARAMA, $1). This Spiral contains 96
coils, each coil has length of 11 centimeters, total
length of the wire is 1056 cm. Such length is perfect
for helical antenna for the 20 meters band. A wooden
stick for open/close curtains (DOLLARAMA, $1) was
very suitable for form of the antenna. The stick has
diameter in ½” and length in 170 centimeters.
Design of the Helical Antenna: Photo shows the
helical at the window. At first three holes were drilled
(one at up and two down) in the stick. Copper wire in
diameter of 18 AWG and 15 cm in length was
attached to the stick through the holes. Helical
antenna was hung up with the help of the wire to an
eave. Down part of the antenna was fastened by the
wire to a hook. Spiral wire was gone through another
hole. Antenna ground was connected to aluminum
window frame. My window frame was connected (it
was prove by measurement) to the main “ground”
(green wire in the main).

http://www.antentop.org/

Magic Spring Spirale
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Antenna Adjustment at 20 meters Band: Above all,
stay your К-1 to 2W. Antenna (spiral at first it is not
spreading by the stick) is connected to K1 by a small
(50- 70 cm) length of a coax. A small bulb is
connected in serial with the spiral. I have used a bulb
from a toy gun feeding from 3V. Turn on K1 to
receiving mode to the 20 meters. With help of a
dielectric stick (I used a length of a plastic water pipe)
in 1 meter length lift upwards the spiral. Find off the
spiral length when you have the best reception. Do a
hole in the stick at the length and pass through the
hole the end of the spiral. After that once again with
the help of the dielectric stick, approximately on the
length of 2/3 (from spiral length) from the antenna
bottom, lift or lower coils of the spiral by the best
reception. Coils are fastened by Scotch at the proper
place. After that you may turn on K1 to transmitting
mode (for a short time) and to make final adjustment
of the spiral (by max glow of the bulb) at the length of
1/3 (from spiral length) from the bottom. Coils are
fastened by Scotch at the proper place.

Antenna hung up to eave

Fastened the Spiral to the Form

Fastened coils
Antenna Adjustment at 17 meters Band: Prepare a
60 cm length insulated wire (18 AWG) with crocodile
clips at the both ends. Connect to K1 the antenna and
turn on it to RX. Short different parts of the spiral by
the best reception.

http://www.antentop.org/

Turn on K1 in TX and check the antenna by glow of the
bulb. Put marks by marker at the shortened coils. You
can turn on the wire to the marked coils when work at
17 meters band.
Figure 1 shows a final design of the helical antenna.
Short the bulb by a crocodile clip when you want work to
transmit or you lose RF power in the glow bulb.
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Figure 1 Helical Antenna

Bridge for The 17 meters
Practical Measurement Parameters of the Helical
Antenna: I used a home made RF bridge (see
Reference 2) for metering of the helical. My Helical
has input impedance 35 Ohms at the 20 meters and
46 Ohms at the 17 meters.
Theoretical parameters of the Helical:
The
theoretical parameters of the helical were simulated
with the Helical3 (a special program for helical
antennas) designed by R.J. Edwards, G4FGQ. On the
basis of these calculation I could assume that the
efficiency of my helical is near 15- 12% (in
comparison with quarter wave vertical antenna with
good grounding). I.e. my helical lose up to 9 decibels
or up to 1,5 balls on scale S in comparison with the
quarter wave vertical.

References:
1. Igor Grigorov. Antennas. Practice
Radioamateur. – Moscow, RadioSoft
printing)

http://www.antentop.org/

Helical Antenna for 17 meters
of
(in

2. Igor Grigorov. Antennas. Tuning and
Adjustment. – Moscow, RadioSoft, 2002 (In
Russian)
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Experimenters with the VHF Magloop

By: Igor Grigorov, rk3zk
Credit Line: Igor Grigorov: Practical Antenna
Design. Moscow, DMK, 2000 (in Russian)
Some experiments on use of "printed" VHF magloop
(i.e., magloop made on a PCB) were made at the 2meters band. Loop has square shape and wide of
printed wire in 5 millimeter. 50-Ohm coax was
matched with the magloop by a coupling loop. Figure
1 shows the design.
Design of the Magloop: Coupling loop (item 1) is
located in the corner of the magloop (item 2). Rigid
coax (item 3) has 8 centimeters length and fastened to
the PCB by a clamp (item 6). Treads (that hold the
coupling loop) (item 5) go through holes (item 4) in the
PCB.
Matching: The magloop is connected directly to a VHF
hand- held turned on to Low Power (100 mW). Firstly
the perimeter of the coupling loop consists of 1/3 from
perimeter of the magloop. Do matching of the magloop
by decreasing of the perimeter of the coupling loop.
Do tuning of the magloop capacitor every time when
you decreased the perimeter of the coupling loop.
Field Strength Meter shows you how coupling loop
work. I used FSM described at Reference 1.
Passband of the Magloop. Passband of the magloop
was near 2.0 -MHz at the 2- meters. The passband
was determined by FSM by decreasing of the RF level
in twice compare to central frequency.

Figure 1 Printed VHF Magnetic Loop

Theory and Practice. MMANA (see Reference 2)
allows to suggest that the magloop has gain minus
5…- 7 dBi. Practical test of this magloop have shown
that on the open area the antenna was equal to handheld helical antenna in 14 centimeter length. However
the magloop do the same job as a lambda/4 vertical
(50 cm at 144 MHz) when communication was inside
and from concrete buildings.
Caution: Sometimes (at some cheap hand- helds) the
magloop (working at transmitting mode) could be
seriously worsen the quality of the signal because of
the strong magnetic inducing to the transmitter.

http://www.antentop.org/
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For further experimenters were simulated (with help of
MMANA) a chart of Resonant Frequency
(and Amplification) Vs. capacitor capacity
(suggested the capacitor has Q= 1000) for squre
magloop (5x5 cm made of wire in diameter of 2 mm or
12 AWG).The magloop is shown on Figure 2. Figure
3 shows the chart. Certainly the chart is only estimate
because MMANA can not take all parameters for
simulation. Anyway the chart gives some ideas what is
possible to get from the magloop.
The chart shows that such magloop may work from 70
up to 190 MHz (it depends on the capacitor).
Experimenters made with the magloop prove the
suggestion. The magloop works not bad at receiving of
FM broadcasting. A coupling loop was used for the
magloop.

Figure 2 Wire VHF Magloop

Figure 3 Chart Resonant Frequency (and Amplification) Vs. capacitor capacity
References:
1. Igor Grigorov. Antennas. Tuning and Adjusting.
Moscow, RadioSoft, 2002 (in Russian)
2. Free Program MMANA (about MMANA see, for
example, Antentop – 01, 2005)

73! I. G.

Igor Grigorov: Practical Antenna Design. Moscow,
DMK, 2000 (in Russian)
http://www.antentop.org/
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2 x GI- 7B PA

A. B. Marchenko, UA0CT

PA with two Russian tubes GI-7B does linear
amplification CW and SSB. PA implemented on the
circuit with grounded grid. (see page 54, drawing by
author)
PA requires a PSU with following parameters:
DC: + 1500 V/1.5 A
DC: + 27 V/ 0.3 A
AC: 13. 5 / 4.5 A
Operation: RF through contact K1-1-1 of the relay K1
moves into cathodes of the tubes. Due the grids are
grounded the transistor stabilizer connected in serial
with cathodes provides bias voltage. Bias voltage is
adjustable from 11 to 18 V (depended on mode- AB
(standing current 0.1 A), C (standing current 0 A)). To
match antenna with tubes a Pi- circuit is used.
Design: The design of the PA is clear from the
pictures. Tubes are sitting at metal plate which is
screened anode part from cathode ones. Bypass
capacitors may be in the limits of 2000- 10,000 pF.
These ones sitting in anode circuit must have voltage
no less the 2000 V, another may have voltage not less
the 50 V. Cathode choke (ДР1, ДР2) coiled by twisted
wires (1.5 mm or 15 AWG) on a ferrite rod that has 8
mm diameter and length in 15 cm (used from
“magnetic antenna” from old transistor radio) and has
25 turns. Anode choke coiled at first (ДР3) on a
ceramic form in diameter 20 mm and contains 5 turns
of a Nichrome wire 0.8 mm in diameter (20 AWG).
Then 150 turns of wire in 0.5 mm diameter (24 AWG)
are coiled on a ceramic form in 20 mm diameter and
15 cm length.
First 20 turns (near anode) are coiled in progressive
gap. C7 should be had gap between plates not less
than 1.5 millimeters. C10 contains from two up to five
sections, gap may be near 0.5 millimeters.
L1- has diameter of 50 mm, coiled by a copper tube in
diameter of 5 mm, gap between coils is 8- 10 mm. Tap
for the 10 meters from 1.5 coil for the 15 meters from
3.5 coil.
L2 - 30 coils by a silver plate wire in diameter of 1,5
mm (15 AWG), on a form in diameter of 50 mm. Gap
between turns is 1 mm. Tap for the 20 meters from 2
coil (from anode), for the 40 meters from 5 coil, for the
80 meters from 12 coil, at the 160 meters all coil is
used.
Adjustment: Transistor stabilizer does not require any
adjustment. Only check voltage across the stabilizer at
opened contacts of K3. It should be no more the 70 V.
T3 is mounted on the aluminum case for cooling.
http://www.antentop.org/

Ventilation: The tubes are blown by the fan (taken from
an old tape recorder). Airways are home made- a
medical bandage sodden with epoxy. Tubes from
medical bandage put on cathodes vent hot air outside
the case.
Exiting Power: 15- 30 W is enough for the PA. More
power may damage the GI- 7B.
Parts List
VD1: Consists of 3 Zener on 9V
VD2: Zener on 9V
VT1: 10 W switch silicone transistor
VT2: 3W switch silicone transistor
VT3: 10 W switch silicone transistor

73!
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Experimental CW QRP Transceiver

By: A. Dolinin, UA9LAK/UN7, Baikonur
Parameters:
General
Frequencies coverage: 14,000 … 14,200 kHz;
Supply voltage: 10 to 15 VDC
Size and weight:
manufacturing.

depend

on

parts,

used

at

Receiver
Sensitivity: better 1 microV;
Selectivity: depends on quartz filter
Transmitter
Power: up to 5 W (on 50 Ohm load);
Design: The block diagram of the trcv is shown on
Figure 1. No one electromagnetic relay here, an
electronic switch is used. Circuits of the rx and tx are
almost independent.
A. Dolinin, UA9LAK/UN7,. Baikonur

Figure 3
Audio Amplifier

http://www.antentop.org/
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Common parts are VFO and electronic switch. The
trcv may be a testing area for experiments with
different blocs.

Russian IC 174PS1 (international functional analog
NE602 or NE612) are used in the trcv. The circuit of
the receiver and transmitter (main board) is shown on
Figure 2.

Figure 1 Block Circuit

Figure 4 VFO
http://www.antentop.org/
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Figure 2 Main Board
http://www.antentop.org/
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Receiver. DA1 is mixer. Quartz filter is a “3- quartz
filter.” I am not to do selection of quartz for using it in
the filter (of course, if you have possibility to do the
selection- do it). All forms for coils are from old exUSSR VHF FM Transceiver “Len.”

DA2 is used as a CW detector and oscillator on 10700
kHz. кГц. The frequency of generation is lowered up to
required with the help of RFC and L switched in serial.
Audio amplifier, which is shown on Figure 3, is
implemented with a low noise transistor and LM386N.

Figure 5 Electronic Switch
Transmitter: L5 (3 turn)/L6 (10 turn) are coiled on a ferrite
ring, international analog FT- 37-63, by 0.3 mm wire (28
AWG). Each coil is sitting on its half of the ring. L3 5 turns
wire in 0.5 mm or 24 AWG) is coiled on a form in diameter
of 7 mm.
VFO: Figure 4 shows the VFO. This one is borrowed by
me from “DC Receiver for the 20 meters” by B. Stepanov,
(RU3AX). However I added a frequencies shift (VT2). This
one needed for SSB/CW QSO. VFO coil is wound on a
ceramic form in diameter of 10 mm and contained 45 turns.
All capacitors are high quality ones.
Electronic switch: Figure 5 shows the Switch. Borrowed
from Ukraine radio magazine “Radio- Hobby” # 1, 2000.

Commentary to Main Board:
174ПC1 = NE602, NE612
KД510 = High Speed RF Switch Diode
KT606Б = RF Power Transistor, 300 MHz, 1 W
KT922B- RF Power Transistor, 300 MHz, 10 W
мкГн = micro Henry
KП303E – Low Power RF FET Transistor
0B= 0 V
12 B= 12 V
Commentary to Switch Board:
KT209 – 400 mW Switch Transistor
Д311 – Germanium Diode

PSB: I did not design a PSB for the transceiver. I did it by
“ugly” montage. Each block is mounted on the own board.
Fully assembled and tuned boards are soldered at corners
to transceiver case.
Adjustment and Tuning: Nothing special at tuning the
unit. Do adjustment from Audio Amplifier, then Receiver
and Transmitter.
Commentary to VFO Board:
KT315, KT361- Low Power RF Transistor, 250 MHz,
300 mW
KП303E – Low Power RF FET Transistor
VD1 – Zener Diode, 5V
VD2 – Varicap, 10- 30 pF
http://www.antentop.org/
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Radio Signals out of Our Times

By: Igor Grigorov, VA3ZNW
Credit Line: www.cqham.ru
In our material world sometimes there are events,
which are not correspond to ours knowledge about the
world. For example, there are evidences that things
and live beings could be come down through the
times. That is interesting, the objects can came down
through the times in one place and time and come
back at another place and time.

Russian Bank confirmed the authenticity of both coins.
At the article was written that in a next newspaper
more info was coming. Alas, no info about the coins
was in the “Trud.”

Some newspapers and magazines are described such
phenomena. For example, I have read, that it is
possible to find modern subjects painted at some old
time paintings. For example, cellular telephone was
painted in a painting of 19- century. Modern coins
were painted in a necklace in a painting of 17 century.
Sometimes it is possible to find information about
people who come down through time or place.

The time has passed, soviet perestroika came. In
1993, I found an article in another newspaper (I do not
remember the title) about the coins. The newspaper
wrote, that another coin had date 2000 with old
Russian Emblem. It the 1993 the huge inflation was in
Russia, bills of denomination in 10,000s and 100,000
rubles were in circulation. On basis of this coin, the
newspaper has made a conclusion that Russia has
fight the inflation in the next century… Yes, a new 1kopejka coin contained old Russian Emblem appeared
in 2000 year.

I would like give an example of such phenomena
described in Russian newspaper “Trud”. At the end of
80 years, I guess in 1988, there was a brief article
about two strange coins, the coins were 1- kopejka
coin, or 1/100 of 1 rubl, that were found at strange
circumstances. One coin had date “1991” and had
USSR head another coin had very strange view (not
described what

Head of the newspaper Trud

1 kopejka - coin from 1991

1 kopejka - coin from 1991

http://www.antentop.org/
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1 kopejka - coin from 2003
(the same as in 2000)

1 kopejka - coin from 2000
(the same as in 2000)

Bill in 50, 000 rubles
(20 USD at 1995 y.)
However, if large material bodies could come down
through the times, why radio wave can not? I shall tellcan. Below I give a list that phenomenon.

This case has taken place with me in the first half of
90-s.

http://www.antentop.org/
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Some information: It was the reform of amateurs
callsgns in the USSR in second half of 80-s. Prefix UK
that belonged to club station was replaced to UZ. Next
reform in 1992 changed Ukrainian prefix UB to UR,
UZ, UX.

This radio operator told me a strange story about his
friend, also a former ww-2 military operator. He had
obtained a ham licence after the ww-2, and in one day
he heard in the Air military callsigns of his ww-2
friends. He not only heard the callsigns, he managed
do QSO with the stations, with the stations from ww-2.
After that he gave up amateur radio and gave his
equipment to hams.

So, it was the first half of 90-s, near 2 o'clock p.m., 40meters band. A strange silence was in the band and
only one club station UK5xxx (CALL THAT DOES
NOT EXIST FROM 1986) called CQ on SSB in the
band. At first I have thought what it is a pirate, but do
not care, anyway only the station in the band, so I
made QSO with it. After that I had listen the station. I
hear another club station UK3ххх that has called this
UK5xxx. Usual QSO, they talk about ham radio. A bit
later UB5ххх (the call does not exist from 1993) has
joined to UK5ххх and UK3xxx …. So, three ham
stations with invalid callsigns were in the Air. It looks
like a pirate round table.
I decided to call the stations again and anyway ask
them about their strange callsigns. However after my
transmission the Air was empty. I did not hear the
stations which had “59+” strength just a minute ago. I
check the band from down to up one more times –
nobody is at the band. However, the 40 meters begun
to rustle and while some time I could hear usual for the
40 meters amateur stations with valid callsigns.
May be the strange signs from the past can explain us
the phenomenon LDE.
I very remember a story that a military radio operator
told me (see reference 1). Of course, he had
remembered the case very often because it saved his
live. He told me that not only he received LDE, lots
military radio operators has received LDE. However
almost nobody gave a report about it. It was unsafe for
radio operators, because the operators who heard the
LDE usually had disappeared in KGB’s room after
their reports.
Note I. G.: I repeat the story here. The radio operator
missed an important radio message from headquarter,
because his radio equipment had unexpected
problems. After he had repaired his radio station the
reception period of the message was already over. It
was wartime and a severe punishment were ordered
for missing a radio message especially if it happened
by fault of radio operator. What was a great surprise
for him when 15 minutes after he had repaired his
station he again heard the headquarter message. He
successfully copied the message. A bit later he met
the headquarter radio operator and asked him why the
message was transmitted twice. No way, I transmitted
it only one time, told him the radio operator.

http://www.antentop.org/

Some phenomenon at radio wave propagation the
signs from past can explain. For example, it is oneway propagation. You can hear strong station at the
band (sometimes DX, sometimes local) but can not do
QSO with the stations. However, may be the stations
are not from our present time, may be the stations are
in the past or in the future.
There is still material thing that can confirm a radio
communication with stations working from the past or
from the future. Radio amateur can do QSO with such
station (from past or future) ever without suspecting
that the station works not from his/her time. He/she
send a QSL- card and then has received back the
QSL- card with note: the station is closed a long time
ago (QSO with the past), no such station yet (QSO
with the future). Sometimes during a QSO somebody
told you that we already have had QSO, moreover, he
has found the QSO in his log.
Very interesting facts about reception of TV telecasts
from other time could be found at the radio amateurs,
which take interest in reception of far TV. In 50- 60-s in
the USSR lots amateurs took interest in far TV. In
those times the amateurs sometimes had received
strange telecasts. One my friend told me about the
telecasts. At the telecasts some usual things may have
strange look, people were dressed completely on other
than in those times, clock at studio shows not correct
time (of course due time zone the hour hand not
correspond to time at the receiving side, but minute
hand also does not correspond!). He, as well as others
amateurs, took picture from TV screen and exchanged
by the pictures with his friends. His friends also had
received such strange TV.
Unfortunately, these strange photos now are in KGB.
Approximately in middle of 70-s of the 20 century in
USSR the reception of far TV was forbidden. Soviet
people could not have seen TV from capitalistic
countries. Soviet radio amateur magazine Radio had
ceased to publish the circuit of TVs and antennas for
far TV. Books and stuff about far TV were withdrawn
from soviet libraries. Articles in newspapers and
magazines about disgusting capitalistic TV became a
usual matter.
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Radio # 5, 1969
Head of article about disgusting capitalistic TV
“American TV”
Author- chief of Main Information Redaction
USSR TV
N. Biryukov

Radio Signals out of Our Times
Some “job” was made with amateurs who watch far
TV. In one of days my friend directly from his job was
taken in KGB, where it was strongly recommended to
him do not receive far TV, and especially do not try to
receive TV from capitalistic countries. During this
conversation, when he was in KGB, all equipment for
reception of far TV was withdrawn from his home. As
well were withdrawn all radio parts, coaxial cables, his
archive of photos and all correspondence with his
friends by far TV. Antennas for far TV were
demounted, antennas masts were removed. When he
returned to home, he found there only one TV with
indoor TV- antenna. What is interesting, the TV was
gifted him by KGB. My friend did not have “usual” TV
all his TVs were intended for reception only of far TV.

TVs produced in the USSR in 60-s (Credit Line: Radio # 11, 1960)
Such TVs were used for receiving far TV
About this case of reception telecast from the future
time, has told to me RK6AOH, Dmitriy, when we
together discussed the theme – radio receiving from
another times.
“ In my childhood, may be I was 5 years old, a lot of
time I spent with my grandmother in a summer home
(in Moldovka village), that was located on a coast of
the Mzymta river. Now I live in Adler. So, I was playing
and watching TV, we had old tubes w/b
http://www.antentop.org/

TV, UNT- 47 Of course I was watching TV like children
do it, in snatches between playing. Suddenly telecast
was break by unusual music clip that attracted my
attention. I have watched all the music and then run
away to play. I have remembered well the music
because it was so unusual and interesting music for
the times.
I have very good music memory. It was astonishment
for me, when two years ago when I was watching a
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Right below corner: Adler, then Moldovka
musical TV, I have seen the clip from my childhood, it
was Russian recent band “Mummi Troll.” I have
recognized the clip straight away. I remembered the
music and what is wonder the clip was w/b in original,
not only at my UNT- 47. PARADOX!
I newer meet with TV broadcasting outside of our time.
I would like to add that sometimes LORAN and
DECCA give strange mistakes that may be can
caused by signs from our times.

I just want to tell about the strange facts. I do not know
how it is possible to explain them. The facts exist in
spite of our skepticism.
Reference:
I. Grigorov: Phenomenon LDE
www.cqham.ru/lde.htm
This article was published (in Russian) at
http://www.cqham.ru/
Below, I paste some feedback to the article.

Feedback to the article from www.cqham.ru
August 8, 2006 at 11:24, Vic
At the end of the 70-s I met one- way propagation in the 10meters band while that I had heard a QSO of two station
RU3xxx and RW6xxx (in the 70-s there was no such callsign
in Russia). At the time I believed that it was special callsign
stations. May be it was propagation from the future when the
callsigns are usual matter....

received the message. Of course such “playing” was
forbidden for us, but it was very interesting. LDE, as usual,
was with some specific noise…
August 11, 2006 at 17.30 RX3APL
At the 20 meters band in the beginning of June I heard
station from UA9. The station had LDE in 2, 5 and 15
second. I have made QSO with the station…..

August 8, 2006 at 14:18, Gun

August 12, 2006 at 23:09 LY2SS ex UP2BSS

On LDE. I met the phenomenon maybe 25 years ago, at 20
meters. It looked like somebody recorded my signs and then
transmitted the signs with delay in 2- 3 second. What ever I
transmitted I received with 2- 3 second delay. Then I
believed somebody did fun on me… However, I received
LDE with some specific noise.

It is my two penny… I met with very strange one way
propagation at the 160 meters in 90s. Suddenly local stations
(for me local stations are Ukraine and central Russia, up to
500- 700 km out me) were disappeared- only stations from
former 8 region (3000- 4000 km out me) were in the Air. .
Something was strange in the Air - this one was crystal pure,
no any rustle. The phenomenon was near 30 minutes and
during the time I could not make any QSO. I had strange
feeling- I heard the 8- station at 59+++++, the stations gave
CQ and working between themselves but did not hear me. At
the times I had 200 wtts and a good IV. Then, in 5- 10
minutes the Air came back to its usual conditions. Rustle,
noise, stations from Ukraine and Russia and no any stations
from 8- region….

August 8, 2006 at 17:57, visitor
To Gun: When I was a military radio operator, it was in the
middle of the 20 century, I and my friends played with LDE.
We transmitted three letters in CW, and through 2- 3
seconds had received your message, then transmitted three
numbers, again through 2- 3 seconds had

http://www.antentop.org/
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By: Vladimir Polyakov, RA3AAE, Moscow, Russia
Credit Line: CQ- QRP # 12, 2006
I have read the article “Black Spot in the Air”
(Reference 1). I would like to add to the article my
information about others mysterious cases. For one
case I was an eye-witness.
In 80-s I worked on faculty of physics of Moscow
Institute of Geodesy and Cartography, where I was
engaged in scientific job connected to physics of the
sea and ocean. In July, 1983, I had a scientists trip
on a hydrographic vessel which went from Vladivostok
to Petropavlovsk. Our major job was near Kuril ridge.
There was no interesting in the trip, usual scientists
trip, neither storm at the sea nor good weather - more
often fog, the vessel slightly swings in drift on the sea,
thick sea birds sit on water and wait for the next
portion of meals. The temperature of the sea was + 4
C degrees, air + 6 C, on a wet deck is cold.

Vladimir Polyakov, RA3AAE
I share cabin with a good boy, Victor, he was a
hydrograph from Nahodka. Last inmate of the cabin
leave an acoustic system in cabin fitted case. I decided
to make a simple middle wave receiver inside the
acoustic system. So, when the receiver was ready I
have installed outdoor (I can correct, “outcabin”)
antenna. It was a wire going out cabin window to lifeboat and then to a mast.
The receiver worked perfectly. We can hear very loud
and clear two Japanese middle- wave stations that
were broadcasting in Japanese language. That was
not interesting... Except an early morning. In the
morning the stations broadcasted morning gymnastic,
in Japanese of course. Certainly we did not
understand Japanese, but to listen the broadcasting
was so funny that we laugh loudly at least five
minutes- it was ours excellent morning gymnastics for
all day.

Moscow Institute of Geodesy and Cartography
(Picture of 2005 y.)

So in one foggy morning I turn on the receiver and…
Nothing to hear. I begin to search for malfunction in
the receiver. While a time Victor came back from
breakfast and told me that receiver in the cabin company is broken too, so, it would be better for me to
repair that receiver. After that I began to suspect, that
both receivers are right, malfunction is in the Air.

In the cabin - company the large tube receiver
“Belarus” only hissed a little but it was received
absolute nothing. Usually the receiver plays very loud
Petropavlovsk not so loud Habarovsk, Vladivostok and
Magadan. I took my breakfast very quickly and then
went to ship radio operators.

http://www.antentop.org/
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Map with pathway of the Vessel

Receiver R- 250, USSR, 1970-S
Receiver Belarus, USSR, 1962
Right at the beginning of the voyage I have repaired
their tube VHF transmitter (it begun provided
communication on to tens miles instead of hundred
meters before). The ship receiver R-250, with the
regular ship aerial for long and middle waves, had
received nothing on to the waves. The Air was live
only higher 3.8 MHz, I heard powerful station from the
American Navy Base on Guam. Then, others
Japanese and Asian stations were broadcasting.

The radio operators were not surprised by the
phenomenon. They told me such effect not too rare
here. We hear nothing at the long and middle waves
for two or three days. After that, the Air began
gradually to be live. This case I briefly described in my
article "Forgotten meteorology " (Reference 2).

http://www.antentop.org/
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The publication had lot of feedback. One of readers, A.
K. Pastuhov from Podmoscovie, has presented me
used, but accurately bound book of D. N. Nasilov
"Radiometeorology.” The book was in my references
list.

We need some more conditions. I believe the main
condition is electrization of drops of clouds or fog. To
absorb radio waves the fog or cloud should have
conductivity. At this case, the cloud not only screening
antennas, drops of the cloud absorb energy of the
wave. In depend of the sizes of drops the cloud may
have frequencies of heavy absorption. The frequencies
may be at LW, MW, HF or VHF ranges.

Quote from the book, page 98:
“At flight of June 9, 1936 at 8.00 p.m., above Moscow
on a plane through cold air front took place breakage
of communication. When the plane go through the cold
front, radio operator did not hear Moscow HF station
which was on the reverse side of the cold front on
distance 15 km from the plane, but they heard very
loud HF radio from Smolensk (several hundreds km)
that was at the same side (with the plane) of the cold
front…”
Lots similar cases were written in the book. For
example, was written phenomenon of losses
communication on VHF between two planes when the
planes were divided by clouds.
N. Nasilov explains this effect by refraction on the
layers of fog or clouds. I have accepted this
explanation as a working hypothesis. Recently,
attentively read all feedback on my article, to Kovalev
article (Reference 1) and with publication by I.
Grigorov “Antennas in the mountains” (Reference 3) I
understood that the explanation is not enough. Not
any fog or cloud strongly absorbs radio waves.

The electrization can be called the by the different
reasons: flares on the Sun, tectonism, and so on.
However, probably, the main reasons of the
electrization are in process of evaporation condensation (that, in particular, results to electrization
of clouds) and in downpours of space particles, which
are common at poles and in auroral zones, where,
accordingly, we notice more cases of abnormal
absorption.
References:
1.

Black holes in the ether: by Sergey A. Kovalev,
USONE:- Antentop -1, 2003:

http://www.antentop.org/
2.

Vladimir Polyakov, “"Forgotten meteorology" Radio, 2004, № 7, pp.: 29, 30. (in Russian)

Also see: ftp://ftp.radio.ru/pub/2004/07/29.shtml
3.

3. Antennas in the mountains: By Igor
Grigorov, RK3ZK :- Antentop -1, 2003:
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The cloud does absorption of Radio
Waves
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Ideas and Projects for QRP
It is the first e-book published on the base of
AntenTop articles. Book contains 12 chapters (one
Supplementary), hams from 12 countries share with
you by their experience.

Ideas and Projects for QRP
Free e- book!

The book is a compilation of articles congenial to
QRP published on 2003- 2005 years at free emagazine AntenTop

210 pages in 8- 1/2"x 11" size

Book weight 17 MG, so, it may take time to
download. Anyway you may download all stuff from
the book separately using input “Back Issues” or
“Open Book” at AntenTop home page.

Download!
http://www.antentop.org/library/

Of course, the book will be interesting for all
amateurs, not only for QRP- funs.
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By: Rimantas Pleikys

Credit Line:
http://www.radiojamming.info/

A specially emitted radio interference is classified into
radio communication jamming and radio broadcasting
jamming. The first occasions of jamming of military
radio telegraph were recorded back in the beginning of
the 20th century. Germany and Russia were the first to
engage in jamming back then. The jamming signal
most frequently consisted of co-channel characters. It
was until the early thirties, when the first cases of
jamming of radio broadcasting were recorded. In the
late 20’s Berlin started to jam the programs of Radio
Komintern. In 1931 the USSR jammed the Romanian
radio, in 1934 Austria jammed the German radio. The
Lithuanian language broadcasts of the Vatican radio
were jammed by the USSR in 1940.
Massive jamming of foreign radio broadcasts was
initiated by the USSR in February of 1948. It was
targeted at VOA and BBC Russian language
broadcasts. Eventually jamming developed into a true
monster, the greatest jamming network in the world.
The Soviet jamming network was administrated by the
2nd department of the all-union ministry of
communications, headed by Natalia Krestyaninova for
more than 25 years.

Radio monitoring operator at her workplace in
"control and correction post" of Kaunas city local
radio jamming station in Lithuania.

The Soviet Union and its East European allies used
six types of the jamming audio signals:
1.
To block out the "most anti-Soviet" stations, a
wide spectrum electronically generated noise signal
was used. RFE/RL, Voice of Israel, and Radio Tirana
would experience this type of jamming.
2.
On August 3, 1964, one more source of
interference was invented - Radio Mayak program,
transmitted in FM mode and heard distorted on
domestic receivers - to jam some "grey propaganda"
stations such as VOA, BBC, Deutsche Welle, and R.
Beijing.
3.
In 1976, Soviets started to use the speech
resembling signal.
http://www.antentop.org/

Communications receivers "Krot-M"
(USSR), used for tracking of the jamming
targets in the 50's and 60's.

Its advantage was that it conformed to the timbre of the
human voice. This jamming sound, which used to be
played back from open reel tapes, was composed of
two voices of male and female Russian announcers.
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In 1971-1980 the Polish language programs of RFE
were jammed from the USSR with a nonstop
music, sent from Warsaw.
4.
A unique case was the Polish service of
RFE/RL: from 1971 until 1980 only light instrumental
music was employed to jam it, both in clear AM and
distorted FM modes.

Radio Jamming in the Soviet Union

Tape-decks "Tembr" for playback of the "speechlike" audio signal, used for jamming in the USSR
in 1976-1988.

5.
East Germany aired its domestic radio programs
via medium wave transmitters tuned in to several
hundred Herz outside of the RIAS frequencies.
6.
Czechoslovakia used the swinging carrier, also
known as wobler, AM transmitters to jam RFE/RL.
The report of the RFE Engineering Department (dated
January 29, 1982) calls for at least 4 transmitters per
jammed program for each beam necessary. 250 kW
and 500 kW transmitters have been proposed to
replace the old 100 kW units in the RFE and RL relay
stations. In Israel, there was an attempt to build a
high-power radio station (16 x 500 kW) for
transmission of the VOA, RFE and RL programs to
the Soviet Union. This effort was halted due to the
local protests. In Portugal, six 500 kW transmitters
were installed. Fourteen of the 16 RFE/RL’s language
services were jammed, and twelve of the 21
languages of VOA. Deutsche Welle (DW) was
jammed in five of its 11 East European and USSR
languages. BBC was jammed in two of its 12 Eastern
languages. The effectiveness of jamming ranged from
minor annoyance to total blockage.
W. Edwards, “Longwave duel”: “The trading pawn in
the hands of the U. S. had been the megawatt long
wave transmitter located in Munich. The record shows
that when the Soviets stopped jamming the VOA
Russian programs in June of 1963, the VOA megawatt
transmitter in Munich shut down very soon thereafter.
In August 1968, when the Soviets resumed jamming of
the VOA. [...] the megawatt in Munich returned to the
air. Again, in September of 1973 Soviet jamming
against the VOA stopped and a month later the
megawatt transmitter on 173 kHz went off the air. This
off again-on again relation was rooted in the 1948
European Broadcasting Conference at Copenhagen
where medium wave and long wave frequencies were
http://www.antentop.org/

Device for playback of the "speech-like" jamming
audio signal
assigned to the participating countries within Europe.
Under the plan, 173 kHz was assigned to the USSR.
[...] The presence of the VOA megawatt transmitter in
Munich appearing on the same frequency caused an
acerbic reaction - the Soviets took the position that
their 500 kW signal on 173 kHz from Moscow was
being jammed”.

500 kW MW transmitter "Vikhr" was a reserve unit
for jamming at Sitkūnai radio station in Lithuania.
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Jamming in the USSR: The local jamming
transmitters ranged in power from 1 to 20 kW with 10
to 20 units per station. The typical antennas were
multi-wire broadband dipoles, suspended vertically or
at 45 degrees angle. The effective range of ground
wave jamming usually was about 30 km. In 1986, the
local jamming stations were located in 81 big city of
the Soviet Union. Dwarf jammers were numbered with
"60" and "600" series (“Object Nr. 600”, etc.), while
giants were assigned "800" series.

Balashikha local radio jamming station (15x20 kW)
near Moscow.
Panevėžys local radio jamming station (10x5
kW) in Lithuania

Transmitter technician and equipment at the "Object Nr. 600" in Vilnius, Lithuania. Late 70's
http://www.antentop.org/
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Some of the broadcasters liked to be deceptive: Radio
Beijing used to change its frequencies slightly during
the broadcast (frequency agility method), leaving the
hoarse choir of Soviet jammers aside. There were
several occasions recorded when R. Beijing played its
Russian programs backwards, and these particular
frequencies were not jammed. Moscow monitors would
tape programs, play them backwards to make
transcripts, and submit the scripts to the KGB and
Communist party bosses.

Radio monitoring station of the local radio
jamming station ("Object Nr. 600") was located in
this house of Vilnius, Lithuania

2.5/5 kW SW communications radio transmitters
"Viaz-M2" (USSR), used at the local radio jamming
stations in the late 70's and 80's.
The jamming monitoring sites (“Control and Correction
Posts”) used to be installed several kilometers away
from the transmitting facilities. The operators - mostly
women - scanned the HF broadcasting bands. It was
their decision to start jamming, depending on the
actual audibility of the target station. Monitors issued
orders by a dedicated phone line to the transmitter
personnel to tune a particular transmitter to a particular
frequency. All frequencies, times, station names,
program languages and audibility evaluations were
entered in logbooks. The transmitters sometimes were
switched on remotely from the receiving site.
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Standard multi-wire broadband "VGDSh" type
dipole, used for ground wave jamming in the
USSR
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Vytautas Liatukas, a supervisor of Kaunas city jammer
in Lithuania, complained in a company paper back in
1975 about their station "being in continuous shortage
of filaments for radio tubes, transmitter measuring
devices, cabling, as well as about the poor condition of
the roof of the building and antennas." Some
transmitters were said to be in operation for as much
as 20 years with no major overhaul.

Transmitter building of the "Object Nr. 603" in
Kaunas, Lithuania.
According to an old Soviet standard, masts of the
jammers were painted in yellow and black until 1975,
to prevent enemy aircraft from identifying them in the
natural background. From about 1975 onward, all the
radio and TV towers, including jammers, were painted
in white and red. They have been illuminated at night
with red non-blinking lights.

Tower of the local radio jamming station in Tallinn,
Estonia.

2.5/5 kW SW communications radio transmitters "Viaz-M2" at the local radio jammer near
Panevėžys in Lithuania.
http://www.antentop.org/
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Every jammer used the same identification code, or
call sign, for all its transmitters, made up of two letters.
The call letters of the jammer were transmitted twice
per minute for identification of each station.
Jonas Čepas, a veteran of the State Radio Frequency
Service of Lithuania, gave the following exclusive
account: “We witnessed many problems affecting TV
and radio broadcasting caused by the shortwave
transmitters used to jam foreign radio stations. Various
combinations of the signals interfered with television
and radio programs broadcast on long, medium, and
short waves, with radio communication and other
radioelectronic equipment. The signals emitted by
powerful transmitters made their way even to the
electric circuits of tape recorders and record players.
Being aware of the many heavy-duty transmitters
operating near their residential areas, people were
worried about health hazards related to effect of the
electromagnetic field. Measurement data proved that
the worries were substantiated”.
Thirteen long distance jamming radio centers with over
100 high power (50-500 kW) short wave transmitters
were used for blocking out large territories by
transmitting interference into specific region. The
operational distances of such sky wave jammers were
500-3,000 km. The vertical curtain array and rhombic
antennas were used for long range jamming.
Additionally, the USSR jammed from its territory the
Polish, Czech, Slovak and Bulgarian language
programs of RFE/RL, VOA, BBC and DW. Several
secret cross-border jamming agreements were signed
between Moscow, Prague, Sofia and East Berlin.
Romania and Hungary participated in the cross-border
jamming network until 1963-64. There were 10 to 12
sky wave jamming centers in East Europe with over 90
transmitters.

Standard 88.5 m tower of the Soviet local radio
jamming stations

2.5/5 kW SW communications radio transmitters
"KV-5" (USSR), used for the local jamming in the
50's and 60's.
Vertical curtain array SW antennas, used for the
long-distance sky wave jamming
http://www.antentop.org/
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Those who used to span the dial could often find
"holes" in the jamming wall. Twilight immunity was
one of several technical methods used for many years
by the Western broadcasters to reduce jamming. The
twilight immunity makes use of broadcasting to the
target area on certain frequency on which the
skywave jammer, placed a few thousand kilometres to
the East, cannot be effective for a given area because
of its lower maximum usable frequency at that time.
Roar of jammers smothered RFE/RL, VOA, BBC, DW,
Voice of Israel, R. Beijing, R. Tirana, R. Korea and R.
Free Russia. Before 1963, broadcasts from Vatican,
Rome, Belgrade and Paris were jammed as well.
Several times, when the political climate became
warmer, the USSR would stop jamming government
stations from London, Washington and Cologne:
·
Six months in 1956, between Khrushchev’s visit
to Britain and the Hungarian crise
·
In September of 1959, during Khrushchev’s visit
to the U. S.
·

In early 1960 until the “U2” incident

·
June 19, 1963 - August, 1968 (Soviet invasion of
Czechoslovakia)

MW jamming modulator "Zenit-M" at Sitkūnai radio
center in Lithuania

·
September, 1973 - August 20, 1980 (Martial law
declared in Poland)
For over 30 years Washington and Moscow held an
ongoing debate about radio jamming and I list below a
comparison of their main arguments:
U.S.: “The participating States make it their aim to
facilitate the free and wider dissemination of
information of all kinds” (Helsinki Agreement, 1975);
“Any frequency assignment shall have the right to
international protection from harmful interference.”
(Article 9, ITU Geneva Regulation); “Everyone has the
right to seek, receive, and impart information through
any media and regardless of frontiers” (Article 19,
Universal Declaration of Human Rights); “All stations
whatever their purpose must be established and
operated in such a manner as not to result in harmful
interference to radio services or communications of
other members” (Article 28, Montreaux convention).

Communications receivers "R-399A" (USSR), used
in the 80's for tracking of the jamming targets.

USSR: “The sovereignty of the USSR in the field of
radio broadcasting secures for the USSR the
possibility and rights to sever a radio aggression
directed against her in ether.” (International Legal
Regulation of Radio Communication and Broadcasting,
S. Krylov, 1950); “The participating States will respect
each other’s sovereign equality and individuality as
well as the rights inherent in and encompassed by its
sovereignty... they will respect each other’s right to
define and conduct as it wishes its relations with other
States in accordance with international law...” (Helsinki
Agreement, 1975).

Officially the Soviets failed to mention the fact that they
jammed foreign radio stations for a long time. Later
they admitted it and declared they had rights to
“defend the national sovereignty of countries in the
fields of information and culture”. The United Nations
adopted a resolution in 1972 that declared jamming to
be a violation of human rights. At several summits e.g. Reykjavik, 1986 - the Soviets proposed to cease
jamming of VOA (not RFE/RL) in exchange of the
rights to acquire or to rent AM and FM transmitters in
or near the U.S.
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On the evening of November 29, 1988 the Soviet
Union ceased to jam all foreign radio stations. The
jamming session that lasted for 40 years was over. In
December of 1988, Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria
stopped the jamming of RFE/RL`s broadcasts. In the
end of 1988, not less than 1600 transmitters were
switched off in about 120 jamming radio centers of the
USSR, Czevhoslovakia and Bulgaria.
When the Soviet Union collapsed, some jammers were
converted into broadcasting stations or were put in
month balls; others were dismantled. One such low
power jammer, installed shortly after the WWII in the
Jewish cemetery of the Lithuanian Baltic seaport
Klaipeda, was also dismantled, and the chapel was
returned to believers. In another city the closed
jammer building was converted into a café. Some
former Soviet jammers were modified into a
commercial radio stations, as Radio 7 in Moscow.

Racal "RA-1772" (UK) communications receivers,
used for tracking of the jamming targets in the 70's
and 80's at the receiving station near Warsaw.

Jamming in Poland. RFE/RL archive document dated
August 17, 1956: “During the period of unrest [...] it has
been decided to end the jamming of Western
broadcasts in Poland”; “newspapers reported the local
jamming station is being dismantled.” The date
acknowledged by the Polish government is November
24, 1956. After a short period of confusion, jammers in
Czechoslovakia and Russia carried on against the
RFE Polish broadcasts. However, the cessation of
local jamming within Poland itself greatly increased the
intelligibility and reliability of reception of RFE
programs”.
Stanley Leinwoll, a former RFE/RL manager, wrote in
his article “Jamming - Past, Present, and Future”
(“World Radio-TV Handbook”, 1980): “Coincident with
a series of riots in the city of Poznan [...] jamming of
RFE Polish language programs was ended. The
official date was November 24, 1956. There had been
mounting outcries from the press about the jamming of
foreign broadcasts, and it has been reported that at the
onset of the Poznan rioting the local jamming station
was destroyed”.
Ralph Walter, Perry Esten, “Jamming against RFE
programs” (July 6, 1965): “In the summer of 1964 the
USSR switched to a new type of jamming against RFE
Polish programs. Instead of noise modulation formerly
used, the new interference consisted of very distorted
program material from the “Mayak” program, which is a
24-hour service from Moscow for listeners in the USSR
and abroad. It is believed that this new type jamming
was adopted to minimize complaints from the free
world about jamming operations”.

Building of the former monitoring station of the
cross-border radio jamming operations in Poland,
40 km East of Warsaw.

David Walcutt, a retired RFE/RL engineer, wrote to
me in 1997: “I have a lot of material on jamming.
These are files that were moved to Washington after
the Munich office of RFE/RL closed.

But when the Engineering Department closed, I
rescued these materials from the trash because of
their historic nature. It is certain that Polish jammers
were located in Russia.
There are triangulation studies which prove it”.
Triangulation data was collected by Deutsche
Bundespost and ITU.
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Popovka SW broadcasting center near Leningrad (St. Petersburg) in Russia, used in 1971-1988 for
cross-border jamming of the RFE/RL Polish language programs.
RFE/RL archive document dated July 14, 1971: “From
11 to 27 of December, 1970, RFE Polish channels
were jammed by music programs without
announcements, whereby Poland used several of its
short-wave channels. This was caused by the unrest
in Gdansk and other Polish cities. On 18 March 1971
jamming activity was resumed. After two days
modulation became distorted. Added was an
increased jamming activity from the USSR: partly
Mayak jamming (distorted) and partly pop music
(distorted).
RFE/RL archive document dated January 27, 1982:
“Soon after the commencement of martial law in
Poland, heavy jamming from transmitters located
inside the Soviet Union was affecting all of our [RFE]
Polish frequencies. At the same time we noticed a
dramatic decrease in jamming on the
Czechoslovakian service. This indicates that the
jamming transmitters covering our Czechoslovakian
programs were shifted to cover Poland”.
Research of the Institute for Telecommunications
Services: “In many instances, a specific marker could
be associated with a particular broadcast language.
For example, the jammer with the marker “1G”,
located near Leningrad, primarily jammed Polish
language broadcasts.

An interesting feature of most of the Polish language
jammers was that they were not located within the
borders of Poland. For example, jammers that were
associated with Polish language broadcasts were
found in Leningrad (“1G”), Tashkent (“4F”), and Kiev
(“1D”)”.
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100 kW SW "Tesla" transmitters near Warsaw
were shortly tested for jamming of the RFE Polish
programs in December of 1970.
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Antenna field of the SW radio station near Lidzbark Warminski in Poland, used for cross-border sky
wave jamming, beamed to the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria.
Jamming in Czechoslovakia. “RFE/RL Research”:
“Before the invasion of Czechoslovakia this language
service was jammed by stations both inside and
outside the country. The latter are in the USSR. On
May 8, 1968 Czechoslovakia had stopped all jamming
except for some transmissions of RFE. Immediately
after the [Soviet] invasion and for several days
thereafter there seemed to be some confusion among
the jamming networks and some of the lower
frequencies we used for Czechoslovak were free of
jamming. What jamming there was on the higher
frequencies then seemed to be by jammers in the
USSR, and for a while the medium and lower shortwave frequencies were quite clear of jamming. This
situation changed about the beginning of September
1968 when [...] the former jammers located in
Czechoslovakia made a slow comeback: the old call
sign “Z3” was first heard again on 25 November, 1968
and “G7” reappeared on 7 January 1969. A new
stronger jammer started on [medium wave] 719 kc on
25 March 1969. In summary, all Czechoslovak
frequencies are now heavily jammed from the USSR
and Hungary, and from within Czechoslovakia.
Jamming against the RFE Czechoslovak service has
varied over the years, but can in general be
characterised as heavy noise jamming”. There were
18 local town jammers in Czechoslovakia. Three sky
wave jamming radio stations transmitted interference
to the USSR and Bulgaria.

Jamming in Bulgaria: In 1951-1988 there was a
network of local jamming stations, covering all the
major cities, as well as several sky wave jamming
radio centers, beamed at the USSR, Poland and
Czechoslovakia.
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Jamming in Hungary: The local and sky wave radio
jamming centers were active between 1951 and 1964.
By the end of February 1964, no incoming crossborder jamming was heard, except one low-power
station in the Ukraine.
RFE research document “A history of jamming”, dated
17 October 1965: “The classic jamming pattern still
found in the case of RFE Czech/Slovak and Bulgarian
Services (and used against all RFE languages prior to
November 1956) is that of extensive coverage of a
country with low - or medium - intensity interference
from long-range jammers located in the Soviet Union
or in other satellites, plus reinforcement in highly
populated areas by large numbers of local jammers.
Generally a number of transmitters at different
locations are active against each frequency to be
jammed. Operations are coordinated by a central
authority which includes a monitoring facility for
identifying jamming targets and probably for assessing
effectiveness.”
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In the early seventies USIA announced its plan to use
communications satellites to start television
broadcasting directly into the USSR and Eastern
Europe. According to Viktor Sheimov, a KGB
communications expert who fled to the West, the
Central Committee of the Communist Party instructed
the Institute of Space Research to design a satellite
television jamming system. The scientists had
concluded that jamming of satellite television with
existing surface jammers would probably be ineffective
due to the narrow beam receiving antennas.
On 27 March 1990 at 1:30 a.m. local time the
American TV Marti started broadcasting into Cuba
from the U.S. air balloon Fat Albert (part of the U.S.
border surveillance system) floating over Cudjoe Key,
South of Florida. Cubans had installed many small
jamming transmitters beforehand that effectively
“erased” the first TV Marti programs. However, the
jamming was inadequate in the country side. To
extend the jamming range, Castro’s engineers and
pilots equipped several Russian made Mi-17
helicopters with jamming equipment. The Cubans got
so exited that they even started jamming Radio Marti’s
services from VOA transmitters in Greenville, NC, and
Bethany, OH. Radio Marti previous to this had not
been jammed by Cubans for 5 years.
It has been recently reported in 1997 that “Med TV,
the world’s only Kurdish language satellite TV,
suffered deliberate technical interference on 1st July,
the launch date for its new test transmission on
Eutelsat” (Med TV/World Media, BBC). Before this
there was a Turkish protest aimed at Syria over Med
TV’s terrestrial relays. According to World Media, the
jamming was not an accident because “it completely
swamped Med TV with a noisy dark screen and
silenced the TV sound.” The management of Eutelsat
began to investigate this affair but technically it is very
difficult to determine the jammer’s location. Med TV
director Hikmet Tabak’s view is that the Turkish
Government has “both the political motive and the
financial and technical capacity” to jam the Kurdish
television station. BBC monitoring specialists confirm
the existence of intentional jamming. Med TV’s
representatives assert that interference in Turkey is
carried out from the Sinop uplink station “by means of
military equipment”. It is difficult to counter this type of
jamming because the satellite’s transponder
automatically relays the jamming signal sent to it.
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Sky-wave jammer near Kashi in Xinjian province,
western China (39N20/75E46): one of 13 rotatible
Thales ALLISS antennas with 500 kW Thales
TSW2500 transmitters
In the fall of 1997 Anatoly Batiushkin, one of the
former managers of the Soviet jamming system, gave
this answer to my inquiry: "All employees who have
had at one time a direct relationship with (jamming)
work are now retired pensioners, and my efforts to ask
them to review your book (Jamming) were not
successful. All jamming sites have been either
converted to other purposes or have had their
equipment written off. All related legal, technical and
operational documentation no longer exists."
By the end of 2003, the most active jamming countries
are China, Cuba, Iran and Vietnam. The jamming
emissions were also traced in North Korea, South
Korea, Morocco, Saudi Arabia and Mianmar. Besides,
Cuba and Iran are involved in satellite television
jamming.
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By: Oleg Borodin, RV3GM
The idea of creation of a QRP-club has arisen in
1986, and it belongs to Andrey Fomenko, UA3EAC.
The first list of the members of the U-QRP- C was
consisted of two tens calls, most of them were
close friends of UA3EAC. At the times Andrey,
UA3EAC, has offered to use the code "72". Primary
the code had meaning "For friendship on the
amateurs bands”. However the circumstances
have developed so, that above the members list
the U- QRP- C did nothing. But… it is not blame of
Andrey. In 1986 USSRs’ ham may lose ham
licence and go to jail due membership in a foreign
amateur club or due creation of illegal organization
(yes, at the times U- QRP- C was illegal
organization!).
Note I.G.: It is obvious that Andrey strike with
something like that…. At the times in life of the
USSR the influence of Andropov (who was chief
KGB from 1967- till 1982, and who ruled of the
USSR in 1982- 1984) was great.

Oleg Borodin, RV3GM in 2006

Andropov , chief KGB (1967- 1982)
Head of the USSR (1982- 1984)

State Emblem of the USSR

At the end of 1987 one of the members of the U-QRPC, Oleg Borodin, RV3GM (at the times he was
UA3GVR), decided leap forward the U-QRP- C. He
has wrote hundreds snail letters (remembered, it is no
internet at the times!) to Andrey and another members
of the U- QRP- C. Perestroyka (remember the timesperestroika, Gorbachev) has allowed to Oleg

to create at 1987 really the First working QRP club in
the USSR. Oleg was elected the First President of the
U- QRP- C.
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By a fluke Oleg at the time become acquainted with
G3RJV, the President of the G-QRP- C. G3RJV did
great help to Oleg in his first step as the President of
the U- QRP- C. Was made the club-law of the UQRP- C and the club was registered in the USSR in
1988. In that year the U- QRP- C begun to print own
info- list “QRP- QTC”, later the list was renamed in to
"CQ-QRP." In 1988 Oleg by G-QRP Club has applied
to World QRP Federation (WQF) with the offer to use
the code "72" as a wish of successes in QRP at QRP
QSO. This offer was discussed by other QRP-clubs
and this code “72” was accepted to use in the QRP
world.

Emblem of U- QRP- C, 1990

Mihail Gorbachev
The first (and the last) president of the USSR

In 1989 the U- QRP- C has organized the first QRPexpedition of the Club to a border "Europe – Asia."
The special call was received- EK3QRP. Members of
U- QRP- C came from Sverdlovsk, Vladivostok,
Kamchatka, Zhitomir to take part in the pedition. The
expedition was fine organized by Alexey Trushkov, (ex
UW9CX). The pedition was placed on the mountain
Volchiha, 523 meters under sea level. Lots interesting
QRP- QSO with all continents were made.
Unfortunately, soon came times of disintegration of the
Soviet Union. Since beginning of the 1991 it was very
hard times for all people in the USSR. Oleg could not
be a president due hard circumstances. So in 1990
Sergey Pichurichkin from Saransk was elected as the
president of the U- QRP- C. However, in the nearest
future after destroying the USSR in 1991after putsch
the U- QRP- C slowly died.
Note I. G.: I had met with Sergey in Moscow in 1992,
we had discussed lots question about – U- QRP- C,
about the further development of the U- QRP- C. We
have taken several important decisions that could be
to U- QRP- C help to grow and strength. Alas, the
USSR was destroyed, every small country (ever small
region, town or a village) from the former USSR wants
to have own QRP- club. Of course, it was only good
wishes, but to ensue the U- QRP- C (as the ex- USSR
club) was destroyed, but no new strong QRP clubs
were created in the land of former USSR at the times.
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Postcard from UW9CX to UZ3ZK. 1992 y.

Certificate of U- QRP- C signed by Sergey Pichurichkin, 1991 y.
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Continue Note I. G.: Inflations inside the ex- USSR
countries was horrific. Thing, that cost 1 ruble in
1991in Russia, cost 100 rubles in 1992 and 500 rubles
in 1994. In others countries inflation was higher then in
Russia. I turn in a millionaire when I came to some
countries of the former USSR. To pay for some
expensive goods (TV, VCR or furniture) need people
bring a bag full of money. Was destroyed postal
service as between ex- USSR’ countries as well as
with international countries. Sergey and my money as
well as ours efforts could not save U- QRP- C from
destroying. Later, in 1995, I lost touch with Sergey. I
do not know where and how he is at recently times.
Fortunately the situation in the Russia, the biggest
country of the USSR, has changed (compare to 19911996) to 2000 year. People begin earn more money,
internet turn (from reach people tool) to available
recourse for lots simple people. So, Oleg, RV3GM, the
first elected president of the U- QRP- C, has tried to
make Russian QRP club at the beginning of 2002. He
has managed!

UA3ZNW at homebrew station. 1991

Different Bank Note- the same purchasing power at 1991, 1992, 1994
Russia

Ukraine

1 ruble= 1 bottle of beer at 1991

1 coupon= 1 bottle of beer at 1991

100 rubles= 1 bottle of beer at the end of 1992

100 coupons= 1 bottle of beer at the end of 1992

500 rubles= 1 bottle of beer at 1994

10000 coupons= 1 bottle of beer at 1994
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The birthday of the RU-QRP – C stands on the August
1, 2002. At that day the website of RU-QRP – C
contained
the
first
list
of
members
http://ruqrp.narod.ru has appeared. Later was created
an internet forum of RU- QRP- C. Oleg has begun to
publish a nice club’s magazine “CQ-QRP.”

RU- QRP- C (many thanks to UA4ARL and RV3APM)
has grace diploma route, very nice diplomas were
printed. RU- QRP – C has the special club’s callUE3QRP.

Recently the RU- QRP- C has members in different
countries of the World. RU- QRP- C has traditional qrp
contests “Wake Up!,’ “QRP SPRINT.” Oleg, RV3VM, is
an editor of QRP- news in Russian famous radiomagazine “Radio.” Oleg, RV3VM, is an editor of “QRP
World News” in “QRP Quarterly.” RU- QRP- C became
an associative member of QRP-ARCI.

My 72/73!

We are sure that lots interesting deal are ahead.

If you have questing or want to joint to the
RU- QRP- C, do not hesitate, write me.
Our website is at
http://www.qrp.ru/

Oleg Borodin, RV3GM 72/73!

RU- QRP- CLUB,
Award of RU- QRP- C

The World of QRP,
Award of RU- QRP- C

Certificate of ARCI
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Russian Bipolar Transistors for TX

It is possible to find bipolar transistors from ex- USSR
for very faire price. However, data for the transistors
are not to easy find. Here is given data for lots exUSSR bipolar transistors for transmitters.

Device
Type

Recommended
Vc- e,
Volts
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Recommended
Frequencies
MHz

Pmax
Wtts
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Measured
(P)
At F, MHz

Ic,
Max,
A
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Device
Type

Recommended
Vc-e
Volts
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Recommended
Frequencies
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Pmax
Wtts
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Measured
(P)
At F, MHz

Ic,
Max,
A
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Recommended
Vc- e,
Volts
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Recommended
Frequencies
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Pmax
Wtts
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Measured
(P)
At F, MHz

Ik,
Max,
A
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It is possible to find field transistors from ex- USSR for
very faire price. However, data for the transistors not
to easy find. Here is given data and international
analog for lots ex- USSR field transistors for
transmitters/Invertors. Also here is given data for some
widespread international field power transistors.

Device
Type
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Pmax,
Wtt

Vgs,
V

Vgs,
V
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Id,
V

Rgs.
Ohms
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Ex- USSR
Type

International

Russian/International Field Transistors

Pmax,
Wtt

Vds,
V

Vgs,
V

Id,
A

Rds,
Ohms

I(bottom)
,
microA

Credit Line:
Igor Grigorov.
Antenny. Nastroyka I Soglasovanie.
(In Russian)
Publishing House RadioSoft,
Moscow, 2002
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Wave kHz/Meters m

Wave kHz/Meters m
Sometimes it needs to do transfer amateurs
frequencies to meters. Tables below allow to do it fast
and clearly.
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Wave kHz/Meters m

Credit Line:
Igor Grigorov.
Antenny. Nastroyka I Soglasovanie.
(In Russian)
Publishing House RadioSoft,
Moscow, 2002
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Gordiev’s Knots

Veniamin Goldobin
Credit Line: Uralskiy Sledopyt # 11, 1992
Page 64 + cover
Figures made by author, scanned as is
from the magazine
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ANTENTOP is FREE e- magazine, made in PDF,
devoted to antennas and amateur radio. Everyone
may share his experience with others hams on the
pages. Your opinions and articles are published
without any changes, as I know, every your word has
the mean.
A little note, I am not a native English, so, of
course, there are some sentence and grammatical
mistakes there… Please, be indulgent!
Publishing: If you have something for share with
your friends, and if you want to do it FREE, just send
me an email. Also, if you want to offer for publishing
any stuff from your website, you are welcome!
Copyright: Here, at ANTENTOP, we just follow
traditions of FREE flow of information in our great
radio hobby around the world. A whole issue of
ANTENTOP may be photocopied, printed, pasted
onto websites. We don't want to control this process.
It comes from all of us, and thus it belongs to all of
us. This doesn't mean that there are no copyrights.
There is! Any work is copyrighted by the author. All
rights to a particular work are reserved by the author.
Copyright Note: Dear friends, please, note, I
respect Copyright. Always, when I want to use some
stuff for ANTENTOP, I ask owners about it. But…
sometimes my efforts are failed. I have some very
interesting stuff from closed websites, but I can not
go to touch with their owners… as well as I have no
response on some my emails from some owners.

And, of course, tradition approach to ANY stuff of the
magazine:
BEWARE:
All the information you find at AntenTop website and
any hard (printed) copy of the AnTentop Publications
are only for educational and/or private use! I and/or
authors of the AntenTop e- magazine are not
responsible for everything including disasters/deaths
coming from the usage of the data/info given at
AntenTop website/hard (printed) copy of the
magazine.

You use all these information of your own
risk.

I do not know, why the owners do not response me.
Are they still alive? Do their companys are a
bankrupt? Or do they move anywhere? Where they
are in the end?
I have a big collection of pictures, I have got the pictures
in others way, from FREE websites, from commercial
CDs, intended for FREE using, and so on... I use to the
pictures (and seldom, some stuff from closed websites)
in ANTENTOP. If the owners still are alive and have the
right, please, contact with me, I immediately remove any
Copyright stuff, or, necessary references will be made
there.
Business Advertising: ANTENTOP is not a
commercial magazine. Authors and I (Igor Grigorov,
the editor of the magazine) do not receive any profit from
the issue. But off course, I do not mention from
commercial ads in ANTENTOP. It allows me to do the
magazine in most great way, allows to pay some money
for authors to compensate their hard work. I have lots
interesting stuff in Russian, and owners of the stuff
agree to publish the stuff in ANTENTOP… but I have no
enough time to translate the interesting stuff in English,
however I may pay money to translators, and they will do
this work, and we will see lots interesting articles there.
So, if you want to put a commercial advertisement in
ANTENTOP, please contact with me. A commercial
advertisement will do ANTENTOP even greater
interesting and various! I hope, readers do not mention
against such commercial ads.

